Abstract
Introduction
Data continues to accumulate rapidly from the various genome projects and from experimental methods such as X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, and electron and confocal microscopy. The vast volume of sequence, structural, and functional data, the wide variety of analyses and annotations to be performed, and the variety of organisms and projects represented in this deluge of information combine to present the bioinformatics community with unprecedented challenges. At the 1998 Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB '98), a track entitled 'Molecules to Maps: Tools for Visualization and Interaction in Computational Biology' provided tool developers and users with the opportunity to discuss advances in tools and techniques to assist scientists in evaluating, absorbing, navigating, and correlating this sea of information, through visualization and user interaction.
The tools presented in this track deal with biological data ranging from sequence and mapping data, through three-dimensional molecular structures, and up to the cellular level. Other work focuses on 'meta-tools' that do not deal directly with the presentation of biological data, but support the presentation of such data in some way. Included are libraries that support the development of user interfaces, and tools that assist the user in managing and steering computations. Several of the tools presented are designed to assist the user in correlating information from various sources, or across levels of abstraction. For example, tools that seek to assist users in correlating sequence, structure, and/or functional data were well received. Other work seeks to simplify the exchange and annotation of 3-D structural data.
We begin our discussion of these exciting advances by presenting those tools that help users to correlate information. Next, we present advances in tools for 3-D molecular structure display and annotation. We then move on to discussions of tools for the management and steering of computations, the rapid development of specialized user interfaces, and finally to volume visualization tools and techniques. We close with a discussion of the challenges that remain to be solved.
Correlating sequence with structure
Determining the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a novel protein sequence remains a challenging problem in biological computing. Approaches to the prediction of protein structure include homology modeling (Blundell et al., 1987; Lee, 1987) and fold recognition, or threading (Lathrop, 1994) . However, neither of these approaches provides a complete solution, and the construction of a good model of the protein's structure typically requires that the researcher apply additional knowledge, heuristics, and adjustments beyond the results of homology modeling and threading calculations.
DINAMO (Hansen et al., 1998 ) is a tool for interactive model building and assessment, and consists of a sequence alignment editor, a display mapper, assessment tools, and a molecular graphics display, shown in Figure 1 . The sequence alignment editor presents multiple protein sequences. Each sequence is represented as a series of residue tiles. The first sequence is treated as a 'guide' sequence against which other sequences are compared. Typically, the structure of the guide sequence is known, and hence a 3D model can be generated based on atomic coordinates. Assessment modules or 'plugins' are used to evaluate the quality of the selected sequence's alignment with the set of sequences. The results of these assessment plug-ins are mapped to the color, shape, and texture of the residue tiles.
Through radio buttons, the user may select the sequence to be analyzed and displayed in the molecular graphics window. As the user interactively adjusts the sequence alignment in the alignment editor, both the graphical properties of the residue tiles and the 3D structural representation in the graphical window update automatically to reflect the adjusted alignment. In addition, the user may interactively adjust the mapping of assessment results to the graphical properties through the display mapper.
The instantaneous nature of the updates to both the sequence and molecular structure views of the protein model provide the user with powerful feedback on the effects of user-specified adjustments to alignment and sequence data. The plug-in architecture supports simple integration of new assessment tools into DINAMO, as well as its extension to include additional molecular graphics engines. Finally, DI-NAMO is Java-based and thus highly portable and accessible. Additional information and the tool itself may be found at http://tito.ucsc.edu/dinamo/.
Tools related to DINAMO include LOOK (Molecular Applications Group, Palo Alto, CA) and HOMOLOGY (Molecular Simulations Inc., San Diego, CA), both commercial products that produce detailed, atomic resolution models of target sequences. Related tools that are freely available include CINEMA (Parry-Smith et al., 1998) , an interactive multiple alignment editor with 3D display, and ANALYST, a tool for evaluating threading alignments produced by THREADER (Miller et al., 1996) . Note that the web version of DINAMO requires Chime (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) , a freely available molecular graphics plug-in for Netscape (http://www.mdli.com/chemscape/chime). 
Correlating sequence with function
The International Enzyme Commission (EC) classifies enzymes based on function, i.e. by the reaction that the enzyme catalyzes. At the top level of this four-level classification are the broad classifications of oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, and ligases. At the lowest level, 3500 specific reaction types are classified. Shah and Hunter (1998) have developed a visualization tool representing this information as an interactive tree-shaped graph. Shown in Figure 2 , the leaves of the tree correspond to EC classes; internal nodes represent abstract classes; arcs show hierarchical relationships. The 'root' of the tree is displayed at the center of the circle, with 'leaves' radiating out from the center. Attributes of leaf nodes include id, names, description, EC number, features, and sequence.
Users of the tool may interact with the visualization in several ways. The user may limit the display to a subtree of the EC by selecting an internal node as the new root, and may magnify an area of interest. The user may select a single node directly, or may select a single node or multiple nodes by specifying some similarity criterion. Further, the user may specify quantitative attributes of the EC classes to be associated with properties of the tree and the nodes such as color, shape, size, and relative position.
Hunter and Shah applied this visualization tool to the problem of predicting EC class from sequence. FASTA and BLAST were used to predict the 1327 EC classes included in the visualization tool. The degree of correlation between the EC class and the sequences of the enzymes was calculated using the ROC statistic (Swets, 1982) , a statistic used in determining the appropriate trade-off between sensitivity (minimizing the number of false negatives) and specificity (minimizing the number of false positives). The data at each node was then augmented to include both the sequence alignments for each protein, and the performance data. Two views were added to the visualization tool to permit the user to interact with this additional data: a sequence alignment viewer and ROC curve viewer. Through the sequence alignment viewer the user may retrieve protein data, view alignments at both a schematic and residue level, and launch new similarity searches. Through the ROC curve viewer, the user may view the sensitivity, specificity, and similarity threshholds for a selected point, or may specify a particular threshhold, and view the resulting specificity or similarity requirements. Through this example, the tool is shown to be useful for visualizing information about large numbers of proteins at once, and helpful in finding reasons for the lack of correlation between sequence and function in some areas of the hierarchy.
Displaying and annotating 3D molecular structures
Three-dimensional molecular models are essential to scientists investigating the structure, function, and other properties of biomolecules such as proteins. Visualizations of these molecules can provide scientists with insight into the molecule's interactions. In addition to visualization tools, a further need exists for methods, tools, and standards that can assist in the dissemination, annotation, and exchange of such visualizations. Moeckel et al. described their use of VRML to present 3D molecular 'scenarios' on the Internet (Moeckel et al., 1998) .
VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language) (The VRML consortium, http://www.vrml.org), similar in concept to HTML (HyperText Markup Language) (Berners- Lee, 1996) , can be used to describe single objects or complete scenarios in 3D space. A hierarchical scene graph, consisting of nodes, defines the layout of the 3D scene. Nodes may represent the shape and properties of single objects, or may define viewpoints or lighting properties. In addition, nodes may be represented as links to VRML files defining components. While VRML 1.0 may be used to present static scenarios, VRML 2.0 supports the animation of scenarios. VRML files may be created 'from scratch' with a text editor, using authoring tools such as Cosmo Worlds TM (http://cosmosoftware.com/download/) from SGI, or through use of a conversion program such as PDB2VRML (a PDB to VRML converter, http://ws05.pc.chemie.th-darm-stadt.de/vrml/pdb2vrml.html). In addition, hyperlinks may be added to these visualizations, permitting the user to access associated information or to choose alternative representations.
Through their use of these VRML tools in investigating substrate channels in cytochrome P450 enzymes and the binding properties of wild type and mutated p53 tumor suppressor protein, the authors demonstrated the usefulness of VRML as a means of exchanging molecular scenarios on the Internet. The ability to use standard Internet browsers to explore these scenarios, and the ease of annotation through hyperlinks are particularly appealing features of their approach.
Another approach under development is the MICE (Molecular Interactive Collaborative Environment) project of Bourne et al. (1998) , which involves the definition of a Molecular Scene Description Language (MSDL), the creation of a gallery of molecular scenes that may be stored in a relational database, and the implementation of software tools for collaborative access to molecular scenes.
The MICE system provides three key features: a Molecular Scene Description Language (MSDL), a molecular scene gallery, and software for collaborative access to molecular scenes. Based on the MSDL, VRML is generated and displayed. A particularly interesting feature of MSDL is that scenes can be stored in a relational database (scene gallery) and queried. The molecular scene gallery is such a database. Collaborative access to the molecular scenes is supported through use of the VRBS (Virtual Reality Behavior System) protocol. Additional information on the early progress on this project may be found at http://mice.sdsc.edu.
Ueno and Asai (1998) described MOSBY, a molecular structure viewer for browsing the atomic structure of proteins. The viewer supports wire frame, ball and stick, tube, and van der Waals surface displays, as well as real-time viewing manipulation. Within this viewer they have deployed their optimized graphics library, which attempts to provide both portability and high-throughput without hardware acceleration. In this way, their viewing program is similar to RasMol (Sayle and Milner-Whire, 1995) which provides interactive 3D graphics on ordinary workstations and personal computers without special hardware acceleration. The authors note that the performance of their graphics library exceeds that of other applications built on OpenGL that handle van der Waal's surfaces and ball-and-stick representations, but falls short of that of RasMol.
Features of this enhanced graphics library include use of a point list, an improved algorithm for the direct scan conversion of sphere and cylinder primitives, and z-buffered bitblock transfer (the transformation of a rectangular block of pixels). The use of a point list, as in Amulet (Brad et al., 1997) , as opposed to a display list of graphical primitives, as in most graphics libraries, removes the overhead of recalculating a coordinate that may be shared among many graphics primitives. A plug-in style software component architecture permits the straight-forward extension of the graphics library, and permits the exploitation of graphics acceleration hardware where available. Information regarding both the graphics library software and the molecular structure viewer may be obtained at ftp://etlport.etl.go.jp/pub/bioinfo.
Also of interest for visualization of three-dimensional structures is the MAVIS (Parkinson et al., 1998) system, which supports the interactive control of calculations as well as of visualization, and is discussed in the following section.
Controlling computations
Computations may consist of many modules, and can be complex, long-running, and highly parameterized. Visualization and interaction can be helpful in specifying the modules to be included in the computation and their execution order and relationships. Further, visualization of the computation itself, and control of its progress, can be useful for early termination of 'bad' runs, understanding the runtime behavior of algorithms and programs, and improving the process of selecting 'good' parameters. In this section we describe two systems presented at PSB'98: MAVIS (Parkinson et al., 1998) , an environment for the specification of computations consisting of MAVIS modules and other computational chemistry applications running across multiple platforms, and a 'virtual laboratory notebook' for managing experiments with simulation models.
MAVIS uses the AVS network editor and modules, along with a MAVIS module library, to permit users to specify computations. The MAVIS modules provide functions including molecule creation, editing, translation between formats, and display of molecules in several standard styles. New modules may be created and added to the system in a straightforward manner.
The user may interact with the MAVIS user interface to specify an AVS graph defining the computation to be carried out. By default, a user interface hides the details of the AVS control panel. Support for remote file access and submission of jobs have been incorporated into the MAVIS system.
Winfield's virtual laboratory notebook is designed to allow the user to interact with simulation models -to steer the progress of the simulation to some extent. The simulation program, in this case simulating the spread of the pathogen Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus, has been altered to provide the 'connection points' for the collection of data for visualization, and the application of steering changes. A visualization and control interface, data storage handler, and central command router have been implemented using the Tcl/Tk (Ousterhout, 1994) scripting language and SWIG (Beazley, 1996) , which automates the construction of extensions to Tcl. A history tree data structure is used to keep track of the changes made to parameters during the course of the simulation, and sufficient state data is maintained to permit the simulation to return to any point recorded in the history tree. A notebook view, a history tree view, and a parameter view, seen in Figure 3 , provide several mechanisms through which the user may study and interact with the simulation. Although the steering capabilities are currently rudimentary, the authors describe a practical implementation that makes good use of existing, publicly available software. Further, the history tree data structure, with its associated views and interactions provides an appealing and intuitive interface for controlling and understanding a simulation.
Tools related to the virtual laboratory notebook include systems such as SCIRun (Parker and Johnson, 1995) and CSE (van Liere and Mulder, 1996) , which focus on the steering process, as well as GRASPARC (Brodlie et al., 1993) , HyperScribe (Wright and Walton, 1996) , and the DOE 2000 Electronic Notebook project (http://www.epm.ornl.gov/ enote), which address logging and interaction with simulation data.
Rapid development of specialized user interfaces
Interactive visualization tools for the display of genome information can assist researchers in monitoring experimental progress, interpreting and locating inconsistencies in data, and presenting results. Various genome projects each provide tools for these purposes, some more graphical and interactive than others, but each uses its own underlying data model, database management system, and server software. For example, the Annotator (http://www.ncgr.org.gsdb/beta.html) is a graphical browser and editor for the Genome Sequence Database (GSDB) that permits users to build, update, and annotate nucleotide sequences.
DerBrowser (Grigoriev, 1998 ) is a reusable display and query interface for mapping and sequencing data, currently used by Genome Navigator (Grigoriev, 1997) . The goal of this reusable interface is to permit data providers to construct flexible map displays linked to online information without source code level programming, and the authors promise to make the system freely available to the academic community in the near future. The availability of such a tool can greatly simplify the task of creating user interfaces for new genomic databases, and both local and WWW-based data analysis tools.
The user interface presents a scaled horizontal display of related groups of linear objects (typically sequence or map data), with vertical bars typically representing markers. The user can zoom and scroll about through this display, or may 'Find' a particular object through a search feature. The user may interactively select the types of objects to be included in the display, and may interact directly with objects to obtain more detailed information (see Figure 4) . Support for reuse of this interface comes in the form of a set of Java classes that encapsulate the types of objects, or Stripes that may appear in the map. Each type of Stripe defines its own graphical representation, rearrangement scheme, and other methods. New types of map objects may be easily added by extending the Stripe class. However, new interfaces may be constructed without the creation of new types of map objects. Current object types include Multilocus, Clone, Locus, Multi-map, Plot, Exon-Intron, and Sequence. The appearance and functionality of the user interface is defined through the use of 'applet tags' in the HTML file that loads the browser applet. Through these applet tags, the specifier of the interface may define the particular map to be loaded, the source of the position information for the objects in the map (either a file or stream generated by a named Common Gateway Interface (CGI) (http://hoohoo.nsca.uiuc.edu/ cgi/) script), the segment of the map to be displayed, the types of objects to include in the map, and the behavior of interaction devices in the user interface. The simplicity and power of the specification mechanism should appeal to anyone responsible for creating a user interface for new databases or tools for genomic data. Further information on DerBrowser may be obtained at http://www.mpimg-berlin-dahlem.mpg.de/∼andy/DerBrowser. Details of the Genome Navigator may be obtained at http://www.mpimg-berlindahlem.mpg.de/∼andy/GN.
Volume visualization tools and techniques
VolVis, a general-purpose system for the visualization of 3D sampled data, is freely available in source code form for nonprofit use (see http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/∼volvis), and has been applied to problems in medicine, biology, geology and physics. VolVis has been used to visualize calcium concentrations in nerve cells, and neuron populations in the brain and spinal cord of larval zebrafish (Kaufman, 1998) .
VolVis, written in C and running on Unix workstations supporting X/Motif and OpenGL, is portable and extensible, and has been tested on a variety of platforms including SGI, Sun, DEC, HP, and IBM workstations and PCs. Components of the VolVis system include a modeling and filtering component, a measurement component, a manipulation component, and rendering and input device components. These components work together in a pipeline beginning with the modeling and filtering component that receives volumetric or geometric input data, and produces a 3D volume model or 3D geometric surface model. The measurement component extracts surface area, volume, histogram and distance information from the data. Through the manipulation component the user can modify object parameters such as color, texture, and segmentation, viewing parameters such as image size and field of view, and can navigate through the data, modifying the position and orientation of volumes, lights, and views. Animation sequences can be specified either interactively or through a series of object transformations. Both geometry-based and global illumination methods are available in the rendering component. Physical input device data is mapped to a device dependent representation through the input device component.
VolViz also includes a wavelet-assisted volume ray casting algorithm, useful for accelerating rendering speed and for providing a framework through which trade-offs between rendering speed and image accuracy may be employed. Empirical results indicate that 'good' quality volume-rendered images, requiring only 12% of the time of standard algorithms, are possible (Taosong He, 1998) .
Conclusion
Challenges remain in several areas. In particular, standardization of formats for molecules, views, and annotations will greatly ease the exchange of information among scientists. The continuing push toward web-based tools that run on standard or easily obtained browsers serves to increase the accessibility and ease of use of tools that adhere to these formats.
The need remains for additional tools and techniques that can help to make the connections between sequence, structure, and function. Of course, visualization and interaction alone are not the answer. However, visualization and interaction can help users navigate through large volumes of data, to easily see correlations between different levels of abstraction, and can serve as a tool to ease the exchange of annotations and other information.
In addition to the work presented at PSB, current efforts toward these goals include the biowidget consortium (http://goodman.jax.org/projects/biowidgets/consortium/), the Bioperl effort (http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/bcd/ Perl/Bio/welcome.html), and the Life Science Research group of the Object Management Group (OMG) (www.omg.org/lsr), among others. The goals of the biowidget consortium are to develop a community consensus or standard for graphical components (the biowidgets), to implement these biowidgets, and to build genomic graphical applications from the biowidgets. Much of the implementation work of the biowidget groups is in Java. The Bioperl group develops free software in the form of Perl modules designed to handle biosequence and alignment data. The Life Sciences Research group is a consortium of people representing pharmaceutical companies, academic institutions, software vendors and hardware vendors whose goal is to improve communication and interoperability among computational resources in life sciences research. Much of the current work in such tools is moving toward the Java and CORBA methodologies advocated by this group.
Performance concerns continue, although they are tempered by the ongoing rapid development of high performance and low-cost graphics hardware accelerators, particularly for PC platforms. Many of these accelerators are capable of performing a million or more 3D transformations per second, along with lighting, shading, and texture mapping calculations. While detailed visualizations, as well as animated 'fly-throughs' of these visual scenes and datasets, place increasing burdens on visualization hardware, it is the development of application software that continues to challenge researchers. Easy-to-use applications with user-friendly graphical user interfaces and 3D graphics functionality are typically complex internally, and hence difficult to write and debug. If graphics tool developers are to have a significant impact in assisting scientists in evaluating, absorbing, navigating, and correlating the sea of available biological information, they must strive to create reliable new application software in a timely manner. It is a formidable challenge.
